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The Official Red BookÃ¢â‚¬â€•A Guide Book of United States CoinsÃ¢â‚¬â€•is 71 years young and

going strong. Collectors around the country love the book's grade-by-grade values, auction records,

historical background, detailed specifications, high-resolution photographs, and accurate mintage

data. How rare are your coins? How much are they worth? The Red Book tells you. Covering

everything from early colonial copper tokens to hefty Old West silver dollars and dazzling gold coins.

You'll find 32,500+ prices for more than 7,600 coins, tokens, medals, sets, and other collectibles.

You'll also round out your education in commemoratives, Proof and Mint coins, error coins, Civil

War tokens, Confederate coins, private gold, and all the latest National Park quarters, Presidential

and Native American dollars, Lincoln cents, and more. Articles on investing, grading coins, and

detecting counterfeits will make you a savvy collector; and entertaining essays on the history of

American coinage, shipwrecks and hoards, and the modern rare-coin market give you an inside

look at "the hobby of kings." These are just some of the features of the informative, entertaining,

invaluable Red BookÃ¢â‚¬â€•the world's best-selling coin price guide with more than 23 million

copies sold.
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The Red Book is the one reference that practically every U.S. coin collector and dealer keeps within

arm's reach. Its information is vital for anyone interested in numismatic education. Today the 70th



edition is even more relevant than the groundbreaking 1st edition was in 1946. --Jeff Garrett,

President, American Numismatic AssociationWhen coin collectors, friends, and family ask for the

single best guide book on American coins, my answer is simple: The Official Red Book. Whether

you want to determine values or research the history of a coin, if you're interested in United States

coinage you should own this indispensable reference. It's what I use. --Edmund C. Moy, 38th

Director, United States Mint (2006-2011) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.

The Official Red BookA Guide Book of United States Coinsis 71 years young and going strong.

Collectors around the country love the book's grade-by-grade values, auction records, historical

background, detailed specifications, high-resolution photographs, and accurate mintage data. How

rare are your coins? How much are they worth? The Red Book tells you. Covering everything from

early colonial copper tokens to hefty Old West silver dollars and dazzling gold coins. You'll find

32,500+ prices for more than 7,600 coins, tokens, medals, sets, and other collectibles. You'll also

round out your education in commemoratives, Proof and Mint coins, error coins, Civil War tokens,

Confederate coins, private gold, and all the latest National Park quarters, Presidential and Native

American dollars, Lincoln cents, and more. Articles on investing, grading coins, and detecting

counterfeits will make you a savvy collector; and entertaining essays on the history of American

coinage, shipwrecks and hoards, and the modern rare-coin market give you an inside look at "the

hobby of kings." These are just some of the features of the informative, entertaining, invaluable Red

Bookthe world's best-selling coin price guide with more than 23 million copies sold.

I have been collecting U.S. coins for over 40 years. With over 1500 pages, this is by far the best "all

in one" book I have ever owned and I own many different coin reference books. A wealth of

information for the beginning collector to the most advanced collector. A "must" have.

BIG book with lot of info - but depending on the particular series - also lacks a lot of info. The

immediate standout is the IKE dollars. NO Images showing the differences in the various TYPES

that are well documented and designated by all the grading companies. This is especially important

due to the high premiums for certain versions.

A comprehensive and must have guide for numismatists, new and experienced coin collectors and

anyone considering to collect coins in general. The guide's advice 'buy this book before the coin' is



invaluable and should not be taken lightly. Apart for giving current values on pre-federal and federal

issues, collectable bullion and novelty issues, this guide offers information about the condition of the

coins, and therefore, respective values of any grade of coins. The detailed introduction offers an

interesting and accessible history of American coinage, from its origins to the symbolism of the

coins. Some readers may find that the guide itself is more valuable than many seemingly expensive

coins. Purchase this guide to gain an appreciation of American coinage, the art of collecting coins

and to avoid any disastrous purchases. It's also a great dip into text to savour the imagery and

artwork on each coin.

Expanded version of the Red Book with additional data, pictures on many varieties, in depth pricing

and also a photo grading guide.A worthwhile addition to a numismatic library.

There is a tremendous amount of information in this book. It does list a price for the coins but don't

use this for a price guide. This is a coin history book. The print is easy enough to read....not

microscopic, which seems to happen sometimes with these big reference books. Each coin has

information on it. The coins are all U.S. colonial up to present. For folks collecting, or ever just

considering coin collecting, this is the book to buy. There are books, excellent books out there about

specific coins. This book covers all the coins. History folks would enjoy this book also, not just coin

collectors. A tremendous amount of history here. If you are specializing in one or two coins you can

buy those specific books but any coin collector actually NEEDS this book. This book will cover many

many other books, so if you don't want to or can't buy multiple books get this one. We have been

collecting for over 15 years and are extremely pleased with this book and are letting go of a few

previous red books....we simply won't be using them anymore. Excellent book.

IF y ou collext on a regular basis, you have ot have the latest ediion of his standard industry guide.

It's getting a little fatter every year but covers all the bases on coins.Howeve,r if you are a collecto

spcializing in a particular series--say Morgan Dollars or Sate Quarters or Silver Eagles--then I still

recommend you get this guide plus one of the area specialty ooks by an acknowledged expert in

that field.

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦I was surprised that many coin prices have actually gone down since I last bought

this guidebook (the 2014 edition). Except for prices on many coins you won't see much difference in

one or the other editions but still worth updating to the new one.Still just 4 or 5 grades of each coin



listed (I always base my search on the cheapest gradeÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦not likely to find the "best")

and still not presenting the definition of those grades on every page.It's a good book, buy a copy-

especially if you don't have a recent edition.

This book in indispensable for anyone interested in U.S. coins. Certainty we all want to know how

much are those old coins worth but the book is more than that. Lots of excellent photographs,

quanties minted and grading guides add to the usefulness of this book. The author's include some

fascinating narratives about how our coinage system evolved from pre-colonial times.A excellent

reference for seasoned collectors and a smart gift for inquisitive teens.
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